In order to become the Family that we want, Nick will follow the Plan below:
Nick’s behavior will be considered stealing if he does one or more of the following: (Accountability and Consistency)



Takes anything that belongs to someone else without their permission or approval (proved by parents through
random checks)
Refusing to allow mom to complete random checks through his belongings (will result in an automatic pawning of
one of Nick’s possessions)

To help remove the impulse to steal, Nick will complete the Florida Safety Council Theft Class. Nick’s
mother will write the Florida Safety Council Board to apply for a free scholarship for Nick to be able to
attend the class. This application will be completed and mailed by Aug.4, 2009.
Celebration Day (Consistency and Nurturance)
 If Nick has gone 10 days without any incidents of stealing, he will be rewarded with one token
with a value of $10.
 After Nick has earned 5 tokens, he will be rewarded with a Celebration of $50 to pay for skate
sneakers only.
Negative Consequences (Consistency and Accountability)
1st offense = Nick will have to publicly (face to face) apologize to all involved. Nick will also write an apology
letter to all involved. Parties involved will determine how Nick will pay restitution to them. One hour of
service = every $10 stolen.
If Nick has not completed his restitution within two weeks of the time of the offense, one of his possessions will be
removed and pawned. Parties involved have the freedom to contact the police to file charges.
2nd offense = One of Nick’s items will be automatically pawned. Nick will have to complete restitution as
determined by the parties involved. One hour of service = every $10 stolen.
What If:
Nick refuses to comply with any of the above consequences, the police will be called, and charges will be filed.
Mother’s Role:





(Supportive Communication, Consistency and Accountability, and Nurturance)
Consequence will be administered with short and to the point language
If Nick escalates, his mother will exit and wait
Mother will do random checks through Nick’s property on a daily basis.
Mother will give Nick a PTR daily for 30 days, regardless of his behavior.

Coach’s Role: (Nurturance and Accountability)
 Coach will provide regular encouragement to Nick to obey this contract during daily practices

Nick’s Signature _________________________

Date ____________

Mom’s Signature ________________________

Date ____________

Village Signature (Coach) __________________

Date ____________

